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taken before the � re of September 18, 1956 that led to its 
demolition. Also, there are no � oodlight towers visible – and 
Elland Road’s � rst game under � oodlights was played in 
November 1953…

Aerial (even satellite) photography is commonplace 
these days but would have been extremely rare back then 
– so perhaps this image was taken as part of some post-
war survey that just happened to be done on a Saturday 
afternoon when Leeds were at home? Or maybe it was 
taken deliberately to commemorate a big local derby 
packed in to watch John Charles and co?

Would anyone out there who can shed a little more 
light on this superb image, please get in touch?!  LLL

LEEDS UNITED’S FIRST EVER SEASON REVIEW VIDEO!

While the subtitle of the video 1986/87 – United Are Back! A Season 
To Savour is prematurely triumphant by three full seasons, you could 
forgive the production team for heralding the re-birth of Leeds United, 
as this season did kick-start the momentum with which Wilko � nally 
ended the wilderness years of the 1980s.

From the opening sequence when presenter Alan Biggs, the Man At 
C&A, strides down an empty Kop terrace, this is a feast of nostalgia that 
is essential viewing for anyone with an interest in our history. For this 
season, in particular, typi� es what we stand for as much as anything the 
more celebrated Revie, Wilkinson or O’Leary eras o� ered.

A polished production this is not, but it is dripping in charm and long 
forgotten names. (Russell Doig anyone?) Narration is deemed over-
elaborate after the � rst few games, as is any indication as to our position 
in the table, so this is not for the uninitiated. Only home games are 
shown apart from the Cup run and the ultimate Friday night tear-jerker 
in Birmingham. The commentator has a frequent inability to tell Ritchie, 
Baird or Edwards apart and even gets the score wrong twice in the 
� rst � ve minutes. However, if you can resist the temptation to shout 
“Backpass!” every couple of minutes, this is a rare opportunity to watch 
footage that was not widely seen even at the time. The VCR was still a 
technological breakthrough when Sheridan and co were majestically 
sweeping everyone aside, and I remember almost trembling with 
anticipation when I watched this for the � rst of literally hundreds of 
times. It’s easy to remember what good times these were, and I swear 
I still have the bruises from when Ormsby’s � ying header hit the back 
of the net in the Fifth Round Cup tie v QPR, and the Kop erupted into a 
roaring sea of arms and legs.

The � nal match is the Play-O�  replay against Charlton. The highlights are 
shown without commentary giving an eeriness to proceedings, like we 
know what’s about to happen and dare not speak about it. 

Like me, many people will have grown up during this dark period in 
Leeds’ history, where under-achievement was all we had ever known, 
but it gave us the backbone we still require today, and this video, 
whilst probably being the � rst one the club ever produced, remains my 
favourite and probably always will.
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